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1. Preliminary considerations 

1.1. Backup 

It is important that before any operation you back up your database Factusol. To do this we 

open the window Factusol, and from the menu select 'Security' - 'Backup' and follow the steps 

to create a copy of our database company used. 

 

 

1.2. Internet enabled tab (Factusol 2016 or above) 

If you have activated the 'Internet' tab in your Factusol, you must follow the following steps to 

activate it:  
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Access the 'Administration' tab and click on the 'Data' button: 

 

In the next window, access the 'Settings' tab and check the box 'Enable Internet tab in this 

company' and accept: 

 

1.3. Factusol differences Factusol 2016 and 2017 

From Factusol 2017, and the DELSOL 360 program, the Internet tab is compressed inside the 

'Utilities' option - 'Factusol Web': 
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However, the options are exactly the same as described in this manual replacing the 'Internet' 

by 'Utilities' tab - 'Factusol Web'. 

1.4. References in products 

For the module to work correctly every product of your shop should have informed the field 

'Reference' with a unique value and a maximum of 13 characters (limit Factusol). 

1.5. Products with combinations in Prestashop 

Although this module supports product combinations in Prestashop should consider the 

following limitations: 

1) When stocks update prices and product combinations it is necessary that the product 

price 'father' of the combination has a value of 0 € since the module will introduce the 

total price of the combination.  

a. Example: If we have a product 'T' with 2 combinations' Blue 'and' Red 'with 

prices 12 € and 13 € respectively, in prestashop we have a price of 0 € on the 

product' T ', 12 € in the' Impact price 'for the combination' Blue 'and 13 € on 

the' Impact of price 'for the combination' Red '. 

2) If you want to export a catalog of Prestashop to Factusol with combinations of product 

it is necessary for each combination has its own unique reference because the module 

will create a separate product for each combination when generating the XLS file for 

Factusol. In Factusol have a separate product for each combination while Prestashop 

will combinations. Product 'father' will not be downloaded to FatuSOL. 

1.6. Products with sizes and colors in Factusol 

This module is not compatible with sizes and colors in Factusol 

1.7. Restrictions catalog Factusol 

Factusol add to the catalog information in your export file is necessary that the following 

conditions are met: 
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1. All products export / update must have a family 

2. All families should have a section 

3. All sections, and product families should have the option of allowing hop on internet 

enabled (see aparatado - 3.3.2) 

1.8. Disable billing Prestashop 

Since the bills will no longer generate Prestashop Factusol but we must disable billing 

Prestashop from the back office of the store. We can clear it from the 'Orders> Invoices' menu 

on the 'Billing Options' section. 
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2. Installing the module 

To install the module should be directed to the 'Modules> Modules and Services' tab of 
your Back-Office Prestashop and select 'Upload a module'. It will open a window where 
you select the ZIP file you downloaded to buy this product and once selected must click 
'Upload this module'. 
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Once installed back to the beginning of our back-office and you should see a new tab 
'Factusol PRO' that includes 5 submenus: Settings, Export Customers / Orders, Catalog 
Export, Import catalog, Import Invoices. 

 

3. Configurations 
By accessing the settings menu we see 2 forms, one to configure the export of customers and 

orders and another to set the import parameters.  

If you have activated invoices Prestashop a message will appear at the top warning him. 

 

3.1. Export Settings customers and orders 

In this form you can configure all settings for export customers and orders from Prestashop to 

Factusol. 
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Configuration parameters: 

 Serial number: Select the serial number set to Factusol for Internet customer 

orders.It is important to match the serial number on the module configured and 

Factusol, here you can see configurable field on both platforms: 

In Factusol 2016: 

 

In Factusol 2017 / DELSOL 360: 
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 Start ID requests from: Id order from which you want to begin imported to 

Factusol orders. 

 ID customers start from: Customer ID from which you want to start Factusol 

imported customers. 

 Shipping include: Enable this option to include shipping orders 

exported.Shipping costs will be included as a concept more in the order as 

Factusol, for now, does not allow editing field 'Portes' from the online download 

from an external store. 

 IVAs settings:  You must select each of the ivas used in your store. 

 ID in Factusol for payment 'X': You can relate active forms of payment in the 

store with collection forms configured in Factusol entering the ID of the form 

Factusol collection for each of them. (See next section 3.1.1). 
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3.1.1. Configure forms of payment 

In order to relate the forms of payment in Prestashop and Factusol it is necessary to associate 

modules with Prestashop payment IDs collection forms configured in Factusol: 

In Factusol 2016: 
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In Factusol 2017 / DELSOL 360: 

 

In Prestashop: 
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3.2. Settings for importing categories, products, prices and stocks 

 

Settings: 

 Current Prices: Determines whether or not the amounts imported products. 

 STOCKS update: Determines whether or not imported stocks of products. 

 Factusol prices with VAT included: Enable this option if you already have 

included in the retail price of its products in Factusol VAT. 

 Generate CSV import: Enable this option if you want to import categories and 

new products created in Factusol to PrestaShop. 

 Standard VAT: You must select the tax rule your Prestashop corresponding to 

VAT Standard. 

 Reduced VAT: You must select the tax rule your Prestashop for the reduced 

VAT rate. 

 Super-reduced VAT: Rule must select your Prestashop taxes for the super-

reduced VAT. 

 Group Standard VAT: You must select the tax rule group your Prestashop 

corresponding to VAT Standard. 

 Group Reduced VAT: You must select the tax rule group your Prestashop for 

the reduced VAT rate. 

 Group Super-reduced VAT: Rule group must select your Prestashop taxes for 

the super-reduced VAT. 

 Main rate: ID main rate Factusol containing prices (normally the value is "1"). 

 multirate: In case you wish to import more than one rate consult the following 

section (3.2.1 - multirate) 

 Sync URL:Sync URL to be set in the Factusol to synchronize data (see section 

3.3 - Settings in Factusol). 

 Fast Mode:(Optional) This new mode writes directly to database without going 

through the library Prestashop which allows update prices and stocks up to 50 times 

faster than normal. However, you should note that this mode can not obtain additional 

product information and updated combinations. More information on the 'Annex II - 

Quick Mode' section 
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3.2.1. Set up multiple fares 

To import more than one rate you must first create a 'Customer Group' in our store Prestashop 

so that associate each rate to a group of customers. 

If you have not created any client group module will invite us to do this in 'multirate' form field 

configuration import (see previous section 3.2). 

 

Once the groups are created, the module will show the groups available in our store to assign 

an ID Factusol fare. We indicate the ID of each import tariff Factusol or leave the field empty if 

you do not want to import a fee to a client group. 

 

Fees associated with a customer group will be created as a 'specific price' within each product 

(or product mix). 

 

3.3. Factusol configurations 

3.3.1. Internet Web configuration Factusol 

In 2016 or earlier Factusol 

 We must access the Internet tab> Settings 
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In Factusol 2017 or higher 

 We should access the Utilities tab> Factusol Web> Settings 

 

In the window that appears, you must select the 'Alta online customers' tab and 

uncheck the 'Send e-mail confirmation of receipt of data and password' option:  

 

 

 

 

 

Then select the tab 'Sales Order' and uncheck the 'Send e-mail confirmation of receipt 

of data' option: 
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The serial number for online customer orders default is 8. 
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The next tab to configure is 'queries bills', we must activate the option 'Enable the 

possibility that customers consult their bills': 
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Finally, we reach the 'Technical Settings' tab and enter the data from our FTP: 

 

You must correctly enter the following data: 

 FTP server address: FTP address where your store is installed. 

 Port: FTP port (default 21). 

 FTP user name: User code used to access your FTP store. 

 FTP user password: User password with access to the code of your FTP store. 

 Protocol: The connection protocol that uses FTP. 

 Upload folder for ASCII text file: We must put the URL of the FTP where the 

root of PrestaShop store and add '/ modules / obsfactusolpro / import /'. 

 Page Path upgrade activation: Sync must enter the URL informed in the 

module configuration (see section 3.2 - Settings for the import of categories, 

products, prices and stocks). 

 

 Folder of the project: Here you enter the path to your shop and then add the 

path of the 'modules / obsfactusolpro /' module. 

 Subc arpeta customer orders validated:You must enter 'orders /'. 

 Subc arpeta customer orders validated:You must enter 'customers /'. 
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 Subfolder of images of items:You must indicate 'images /'. This field is required 

if you want to import new products from Factusol to PrestaShop having 

associated product image. 

Once the setup is completed must accept the changes. 

3.3.2. Allow up sections, families, items and customers 

Factusol to add the information to file export shop activate the item for use on the web. Each 

item (section, family, article or customer) has a tab to activate Internet use on the web. 

 

Factusol enable this option also allows massively from the following path: 

Factusol 2016 or earlier: 

 Tab: Internet> Filter Data 

Factusol 2017 or higher: 

 Tab Utilities> Factusol Web> Filter Data 
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For each item (sections, families, items and customers) we can filter a range that we want to 

activate. By default the (empty - ZZZ) range includes all items. 
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4. Export customers / orders 

4.1. Customers and backlogs download 

On top of this menu we will find information on orders and outstanding customer download. 

The module will automatically generate these files when you place a new order at the store. 

 

NOTE: The module will create download files when the order passes through a state 'order 

validated', ie a state of order that has enabled Prestashop check 'Consider the associated order 

as validated'. An example of validated state is 'Payment accepted'. 
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4.1.1. Delete files customers / orders pending download 

We may remove all customer files and / or pending orders downloaded from the trash icon 

that accompanies each section. 

 

4.2. Manual order file generation 

Although the files are generated automatically when an order is placed in the store, we can 

also manually generate order files we want from this section indicating an order ID from / to. 

 

4.3. manual generation of customer files 

We can also manually generate client files from this section indicating a customer ID from / to. 

 

4.4. Download customers / orders from Factusol 

When the module indicates that we have customer files and / or download backorders we can 

proceed with the download Factusol to do so, follow these steps. 

In Factusol 2016 or earlier: 

 Access: Internet> Download client / customer orders Download 

 

In Factusol 2017 or later: 
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 Access Utilities> Factusol Web> Download client / customer orders Download 

 

Important:We recommend not download more than 200-300 customers / orders at 

once, because usually Factusol problems downloading large amounts of files. If you 

have many customers / orders to download, try to do in batches of 200. 

5. Export Catalog 
From the menu 'Export Catalog' module we can generate XLS files to import Factusol from a 

simple form. 

This module allows you to export the entire catalog of products Prestashop to Factusol. You can 

export the following data: 

 Products (or combinations of products) 

 Stock 

 Prices 

 Categories 

 providers 

You should consider the following limitations: 

1. Products and combinations: All products and combinations should have its reference 

code, otherwise that product or combination will not be exported. 

2. combinations: If your store has combination products the final sale price must consist 

entirely in the combination, therefore the parent product should have a price of 0.00 €. 

3. combinations: The combinations are generated as independent products Factusol, 

however, will be properly linked with each combination of Pretashop. 

4. Categories: Due to the limitation of only the categories Factusol 'default' associated 

with each product and not the entire category tree is exported. 

5. Requires Microsoft Office Excel 
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5.1. XLS files generation 

 

Form fields: 

 stock code: It refers to the code set in your Factusol store (default, general store: GEN) 

 Rate Code: Refers to the code rate your Factusol that each product will be applied (by 

default, 1) 

 Minimum stock: minimum stock to be configured on each product (required to later 

purchase ordering massive providers) 

 Stock up: minimum stock to be configured on each product (required to later purchase 

ordering massive providers) 

 Language texts: Select the language you want to export texts for product names, 

descriptions ... 

 Export files:Link to download the XLS files generated. For convenience will be 

compressed in ZIP format. 

 Create XLS export files: Button to execute the creation of export files. 
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5.2. Preparation of XLS files to be imported 

5.2.1. Create the ZIP file 

To create the ZIP file must push the button 'Create XLS files export'. 

5.2.2. Download the ZIP file 

Once generated the ZIP file containing the import files Factusol must click on 'Download' to 

download it and save it to a temporary folder, eg C: \ factusol_temp. 

 

5.2.3. Decompressing the ZIP file 

We decompress the contents of the zip file, we can do it in same temporary folder created 

above C: \ factusol_temp. 
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5.2.4. Open and save all XLS files again 

This step is very important to correctly detect Factusol XLS files 

We must open and resave 7 XLS files with our Excel program to do this we must enable editing 

after opening the file in Excel and save it. 
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This step we must do it for all XLS files in the folder. 

5.3. Import XLS files in Factusol 

To import the data to Factusol Factusol and we will open our company that we have created 

for our catalog.  

Once opened will access the 'Utilities' tab and will press the 'Files' button. In the context menu 

that opens we must press the '.XLS (using Microsoft Office Excel)'.

 

a sale where we can make importing files will open. 
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Required fields: 

 Location: We select the folder where the XLS files to import, in our example C: \ 

factusol_temp 
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To import the files is very important follow this order: 

1) First select the part of Almacenes: Stock and Price list 

 

And will press the 'OK' to start the import button Stock and prices. 
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2) Second, uncheck the 2 options above and select Part Purchasing: Suppliers and 

Almacenes part: Sections, Families and articles. 

 

And will press the 'OK' button to start importing Suppliers, articles and families. 
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5.4. Check imports 

Once imported data must review all be imported. 

Articles, stock prices 

 

families 
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providers 

 

 

6. Import Catalog 
This module allows massively upgrade the stock and prices of existing products in the online 

store and import the new. 

6.1. Synchronize prices / stocks of existing products 

IMPORTANT: Please read the following sections of this manual before performing any imports: 

 1.4. References in products 

 1.5. Products with combinations in Prestashop 

 3.2. Settings for importing categories, products, prices and stocks 

After having the module configured correctly by following the above paragraphs, to launch the 

execution of importation must: 

In Factusol 2016 or earlier: 

 Access: Internet> Rise generic data 
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In Factusol 2017 or higher: 

 Access Utilities> Factusol Web> Uploading generic data 

 

a new window where we must leave all such fields which are and make sure the field 'Add 

pictures of items to the Web' if we want to import images of new products in PrestaShop 

opens. 

 

Once we click OK will begin the export process. Once the file is uploaded it will run 

automatically in our default browser URL Sync responsible for making changes in PrestaShop 

and generate the CSV file import categories and products in the event of new products to be 

imported. 

IMPORTANT: 

This page should not close until the end of the whole process.  
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The process is conducted in a controlled manner through processes AJAX to avoid possible 

errors due to the limitations of server, for example, limited execution time (timeout). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the process the result of all operations performed are displayed. 
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6.2. Import new categories and products 

Remember to import new products to Prestashop Factusol must enable the generation of CSV 

files for new products (see section 3.2). 

6.2.1. Importing CSV files generated 

If you have enabled the option to generate the CSV files detected new products and categories 

will inform the module at the end of the synchronization process if you have created CSV files 

with new products and categories imported. 

 

To import must access the tab Factusol PRO> Import module catalog and see that here also 

report the existence of new categories or products to be imported and the date of his 

generation: 

 

 

To import we click on the button 'Import categories' and / or 'Import goods'. 

In case we have unmapped categories we can relate the categories of Prestashop with 

FactuSOL by clicking on "Mapping Categories". 
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Once we click on "Mapping Categories" we can see if our category of factuSOL coincides with 

Prestashop by clicking on "Attempt to automate". 

 

If we want we can also map them by clicking on "modify" and if this is a category that we are 

not going to map, we can click on "Delete". 
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Once we do the mapping and click on "Import products / Categories" we will show the import 

screen of Prestashop with all the data configured so we only have to click on the import 

button:
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Example Import Categories  

 

IMPORTANT: 

For a successful import of data is necessary to import the categories or mapping first and 

then the products.  

Remember to complete the entire import process because once you have clicked on the 

'Import Categories' or 'Import Product' tab of Factusol button PRO disappears the option to 

import up a synchronization (generic data upload) to re done from the Factusol. 

 

FOR FURTHER SAFETY ALL PRODUCTS WILL BE CREDITED IN 'DEACTIVATED' STATE, YOU 

SHOULD ACTIVATE THEM MANUALLY FROM THE PRODUCT LIST 
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Example: Imported 

 

Factusol product: 
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Imported PrestaShop: 
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7. Import bills 
This module allows you to import PDF invoices generated in Factusol for the customer to 

download. To access the Import menu we access the 'Factusol PRO> Import Invoices' tab. 

We have 2 import options 'Automatic' or 'Manual'. 

7.1. Automatic file import bill 

Auto Import allows you to upload several files simultaneously invoice so that the module is 

responsible for detecting and associate each invoice to the corresponding order. 

IMPORTANT: 

For the module to correctly detect the order associated with the invoice need 2 requirements: 

1) Have activated the option 'bills Consultation' in Factusol! (See section 3.3.1. Factusol 

Internet Web Configuration) 

2) Having previously made a 'generic Uploading Data' from Factusol 

3) The name of the files for invoices has one of the 2 formats which allows Factusol: 

a. Format 1: COMPANY NAME bill SL (8-000001) .pdf 

b. Format 2: Invoice-8-000001.pdf 

Where "8" and Series = "0000001" = Code bill 

 

Description of fields: 

 Overwrite existing:Enabling this option will overwrite the module matches any 

previously uploaded file invoice. If the module is not activated will import only the new 

bills. 

 Send e-mails:Enabling this option the module will send an email to the customer with 

your invoice associated order. 

 Select the PDF invoices to import: Selects files generated invoices in Factusol to be 

imported. 

7.2. Manual import bill 

It is possible that the module can not automatically detect the relationship of each file with 

your order. However, you can manually upload and attach an invoice to a request from the 

'Manual import bills' section. 
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Description of fields: 

 Id order: Enter the ID of the order to which associated the bill. 

 Select the PDF invoice to import: You select the invoice file to import. 

You can also import bill an order from the own tab order (see aparatado 7.4) 

7.3. List of imported invoices 

In the 'List of invoices imported' section you can view, download, email or eliminate all 

imported so far invoices. 

 

Description of the table: 

 Factusol series: It corresponds to the serial number of the invoice in Factusol 

 Factusol invoice code: It corresponds to the invoice number in Factusol 

 Id order: It corresponds to the order ID associated with the bill in Prestashop 

 Client Access: It indicates whether the client can download the invoice or not 

 Email sent: It indicates whether the email has been sent to the customer or not 

 Mail delivery date: Reports the date of the last shipment of customer invoice 

 Import date: Reports the date on which the import of the bill was made 

 

permitted actions: 

 Download pdf:It helps download the invoice. You can also download the invoice of an 

order from the own tab order (see aparatado 7.4). 

 Send email: Send the invoice by email to customer order. 
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 Remove:Clear your bill. You can also download the invoice of an order from the own 

tab order (see aparatado 7.4). 

 

permitted mass actions: 

 Enable access to selected: Enables access to download invoice customers for the 

selected invoices. 

 Disable access to selected: Disables access to download invoice customers for the 

selected invoices. 

 Send mail to selected: It allows you to send an email to the customer with the bill for 

the selected invoices. 

 Remove Selected: Deletes the selected invoices. 

7.4. Invoice management tab order 

We can also import, download, email or delete an invoice associated with a request from the 

own tab order from the 'Invoice Factusol' section find within the tab. 

Order without an invoice associated: 

 

Order with associated invoice: 

 

7.5. Download invoice by customer 

So that the customer can download the invoice must access the 'Order history' from section 

'My Account' and display the 'detail' of an order.  
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In the detail of a request from front-office customer you will find a section to download the 

invoice.  

If the invoice has not yet been uploaded or has not been activated customer permission 

message appears instead of the download link: 
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Once uploaded the bill, the customer can download it: 
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8. ANNEX I: Avoid duplicate customer accounts Factusol 
By downloading customers and orders from Prestashop to Factusol, Factusol does not check if 

there is already a customer's account and 2 things can happen: 

1) If the customer ID is the file that matches the client of another client created manually 

in Factusol, the latter data will be overwritten by the downloaded file. 

2) If the ID does not match any other client Factusol, Factusol create new customer 

record. If there is a record of the customer we will find 2 records for the same 

customer. 

To avoid these problems, we added to the module system to detect customers created in 

Factusol, but it is necessary at least 1 'Generic Uploading Data' before downloading customer 

records Prestashop to Factusol. 

The steps to follow are those: 

1) Access Factusol and activate permission to raise customer data to the web, to make 

massively must access the 'Internet' tab - 'Data Filter' - 'Customers' and activate the 

action' Provide access to modules web to selected customers': 

 

 

 

2) Launch a 'generic Uploading Data': 
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With this, the module will customer information prebuilt and will not download duplicates 

from previous customers to module installation data. 

9. ANNEX II: Fast mode 
This new mode allows you to update prices and stocks thousands of products in few seconds. 

The difference with the normal mode is that this mode written directly to database without 

going through the library Prestashop, which increases processing speed up to 50 times. 

This mode is intended for large product catalogs with more than 5,000 references. 

To activate the 'Fast Mode' to access the menu 'Factusol - Settings - Configuration Import 

prices and stocks' module: 
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Once activated, to make a 'Rise generic data' from Factusol and run the synchronization URL 

will see a report that the rapid mode is activated message. In return thus you can not obtain 

detailed product information and updated combinations: 
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Module developed by OBSolutions 
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